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VETERINARY EXAMINATION -

Based on criteria for Racehorse Syndication

- Suitability for Purchase for Racing Syndication

Name. un-named Dam: Kishkat Colour: Bay Sex: colt
Sire: Maurice Age: Iyo DOB: 12/11/2018

Person requesting exam: Adrian Allan of Elite Thoroughbreds
Markings: as per Inglis 2020 Classic Yearling Sale Catalogue Lot # 228
and the Australian Studbook -

Microchip: 985100012155507 Vendor: Fairview Park Stud
ns: V overBARFS os: 30 over 8

On February, 2020, the above described colt was examined byme at the Inglis, Warwick
Farm, Sale complex.

An attractive, medium:strong bodied and framed colt Nice hind quarter. Conformation and
height within normal limits He walked well hand-held on the lead, in the sale parade area.
He was subject to normal passive flexion tests with no abnormality noted. Joints and tendons
are tight to palpation. All conformation and clinical parameters were within normal limits.
This examination is within the limits of examining an unbroken yearling, at in the sale

X-rays (repository series) were available and examined by me in the repository
These were considered to be "Low risk"

Endoscopy examination:
Post-Sale: separately, done through the Inglis sale offce

"Pass Conditions of Sale", see separate report.
This exam and report is limited to the conformation and clinical inspection noted herein.

Conclusion: At the time ofthis examinatm the bay colt "Kishkat'Maurice 2018" is, in so fir
as can be determined from the examination conducted, suitable for syndication for racing and as
such is furthermore suitable for all risk mortality insurance cover.
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